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At Bliss Orthodontics, you’ll smile as soon as you walk in the door of the relaxed and inviting Coppell office. And you’ll beam even bigger and brighter
when your orthodontic treatments are complete and your stunning new
smile is revealed.
“Beautiful smiles for everyone who comes in is my goal,” shared Dr. Anabella Henao. With more than 25 years of experience, the doctor knows that
getting corrective treatments can be stressful for you and your loved ones.
“It’s a big change! That’s why I take my time with each of my patients and
I listen carefully to their concerns. I evaluate their teeth, mouth, and face
in order to reflect their individual needs—after all, this is your smile.” Dr.
Henao also strives to get to know each of her patients personally so that
children, teens, and adults will all feel comfortable in her care. “I want orthodontic treatment to be a fun experience for everyone. And believe it or
not, it can be!”

GETTING TO KNOW THE ORTHODONTIST
You only need to spend a few minutes with Dr. Henao to realize how passionate she is about her profession. The daughter of a cardiologist, she
knew she wanted to be in the health profession at a young age and help her
patients to get a better smile and life.
Dr. Henao believes that in her profession she has the opportunity (and responsibility) to do much more than straighten teeth. She strives every day
to be a good role model to her young patients, and she loves to witness the
blossoming that occurs in her patients as they gain more self-confidence.
She likes to get to know her patients well, and she promotes healthy habits
that will help keep their smiles in great shape for a lifetime. “I don’t just
concentrate on the teeth, I also take into account the effects of aging on the
face and perform a detailed and comprehensive study on all of my patients
so that I can tailor each treatment to their individual needs. This ensures
that they will look their very best.”
Dr. Henao graduated with honors in the Advanced Education in General
Dentistry program at Boston University, earning the school’s Excellence
Award. Prior to completing her orthodontic residency at Boston University,
Dr. Henao was invited to be a faculty member at the Restorative Department,
which helped her to further learn and understand more multi-disciplinary
orthodontic cases, including implants and bridges. “It was extremely rewarding for me to have this experience because I am very detail-oriented.”
Outside her office, Dr. Henao enjoys her family time with her husband Raul
and their three kids Rodrigo, Gustavo, and Lucas.

THE BLISS DIFFERENCE

“It’s a big change! That’s why
I take my time with each of my
patients and I listen carefully
to their concerns. I evaluate
their teeth, mouth, and face in
order to reflect their individual
needs—after all, this is your
smile.” Dr. Henao also strives
to get to know each of her
patients personally so that
children, teens, and adults will
all feel comfortable in her care.
“I want orthodontic treatment
to be a fun experience for
everyone. And believe it or not,
it can be!”

“I have built every aspect to
meet the needs of residents
visiting from Coppell, Lewisville, Irving, Carrollton, Flower
Mound, or any other town in
North Dallas. Ours is a friendly,
relaxing, and almost spa-like
practice, where the focus is
always on you. Your comfort,
concerns, and smile dreams
always come first.”

the location we have selected
to our staffing, scheduling, and
the technologies incorporated
into our various treatments,”
said Dr. Henao. “I have built every aspect to meet the needs of
residents visiting from Coppell,
Lewisville, Irving, Carrollton,
Flower Mound, or any other
town in North Dallas. Ours is a
friendly, relaxing, and almost
spa-like practice, where the
focus is always on you. Your
comfort, concerns, and smile
dreams always come first.”
Having treated patients from as
young as age 7 to as old as age
71 for more than two decades,
Dr. Henao provides specialized
dental care to help straighten
teeth. Treatments include clear
self-litigated braces (not requiring the use of elastics), and clear

aligners (including Invisalign), as well more accelerated orthodontics including PROPEL and VPro5, when needed. “These are revolutionary tools which allow the teeth to
move faster and more predictably into their ideal position, therefore increasing the
speed of orthodontic treatment,” she shared. The practice also offers a digital intraoral
scanner, which is a cutting-edge technology that allows Dr. Henao to create a computer-generated replica of the mouth’s hard and soft tissues using lasers and other
optical scanning devices.
Dr. Henao attributes much of her continued success to working alongside a highly-trained and personable staff. “No matter how good you are as a doctor, if you don’t
have an amazing staff then you’re setting yourself up for a disaster. Between the countless hours of continuing education we pursue, the creative thinking and collaboration
of each and every member of my team, and our overall desire to serve the community
both inside and outside our front door, we are here for you. We hope to be a part of the
wonderful and life-changing experience having a new smile can bring to you.”

CONTACT
225 EAST HIGHWAY 121, SUITE 100
COPPELL, TEXAS 75019
(972) 315-6100
BLISSORTHO.COM

The incredible staff at Bliss Orthodontics understands that patients want
the best treatment at an affordable cost in the shortest time possible. “The
patient-centered standard is held across all aspects of our office, from
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